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Math. Slovaca 41, 1991, No. 2, 147-166 

ON MODULAR SET FUNCTIONS AND MEASURES 

JAROSLAV MOHAPL 

ABSTRACT. The paper deals with real-valued signed modular set functions MSFs 
with finite variation and range of definition on some set lattice X. The class Mo(Jt) 
of all such MSFs can be viewed as a Riesz space. The classes of tight, cr-additive and 
r-smooth MSFs defined in the paper are proved to be complete normal subspaces of 
Mo(X). The conditions, under which these classes are isomorphic with spaces of 
tight, regular, cr-additive and r-smooth Baire (Borel) measures, are studied. 

Introduction 

Let X, $(X) be a topological space and let <$Q(X)9 &Q(X) and XQ(X) be the 
classes of all open, closed and closed compact Baire sets defined by the topology 
^ (X). If m is a Baire measure on 3dQ (X), then the basic "topological" properties 
of m like the tightness and smoothness are determined by the behaving of m on 
the set lattices 3FQ(X) and Jf0(X), respectively (see [17]). The question studied 
in this paper is, under which additional conditions is a modular, not necessarily 
non-negative set function defined on SFQ(X) or JT0(X) able to determine a 
measure on 8dQ(X) with suitable topological properties. 

The problem is solved in an abstract level for signed modular set functions. 
Such functions often agree with regular contents, see [16], lemma 2.4, The first 
part of the paper deals with real-valued modular set functions (shortly MSFs) 
with finite variation (see latter definitions) and with range of definition on a set 
lattice JT. The set Mo(jT) of all such MSFs is proved to be a Riesz space 
containing the sets Mo(JT, l), Mo(Jf, a) and Mo(Jf\ r) as complete normal 
subspaces. Here Mo (JT, /) is the family of all tight MSFs by Mo (JT, a) is 
denoted the class of all cr-additive MSFs and Mo(Jf, r) is the notation for the 
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space of r-smooth MSF's. The definition of these set functions is available 
below. 

The second part of the paper is concerned with the possibility of the extension 
of MSF's from the set lattice X to set structures (rings, algebras) containing X. 
We obtain several generalizations of classical extension theorems (see [2, 3, 6, 
12, 15]). The results are formulated in terms of Riesz isomorphisms and imbed-
dings between spaces of MSF's and spaces of (signed) measures. 

Application of the foregoing results to the construction of measures on 
topological spaces and answer to the above formulated question is studied in the 
last section of the paper. In particular we can say that if X is a topological space 
and if Mo(^F0(X), t) is the space of all tight set functions on J^0(X), then 
Mo(«f 0(J) , t) can be identified with the dual of the Banach space Cb(X) of all 
bounded real continuous functions on X with the supremum norm. 

Preliminaries 

Let us consider an arbitrary non-empty set X The system of all subsets of X 
will be denoted by e x p X By a paving we shall understand an arbitrary non
empty subclass of sets from expX. The class X cz expX is said to be a set lattice 
if it is closed under the formation of finite unions, intersections and 0 is a 
member of X. The set lattice S cz expX closed under the formation of finite 
unions and complements is said to be a ring. If moreover XeS, we shall speak 
about an algebra. The ring generated by the class X will be denoted S (X). The 
ring (algebra) closed under the formation of countable unions is said to be a 
G-ring (o-algebra). The cr-ring generated by the class X will be denoted Sa(X). 

Throughout this paper all discussed set-functions, i.e. all mappings m: 
X -» R, where X cz expX and R = (— oc, oc), are assumed to be bounded 
(there is a constant c e R such that \mK\ < c for any KeX). The set function m 
on X is said to have finite variation with respect to X, shortly wrt X, if there 

n 

is a constant c e R with the property ]T |mK, — mKx \<c for all strings 
i = i 

K0 cz K, cz ... cz Kn consisting of sets from X. 
The set function m: S -> R is called regular wrt X cz 8 if for each Ee 8 the 

equality mE = lim mK holds. Here X0 = {K: K a E, KeX) is directed by 
*e*0 

inclusion. If m is a monotone function, i.e. if the inclusion K, cz E2 implies that 
mE} ^ mE2 whenever K,, E2eS, the regularity condition can be rewritten into 
the form mE = sup {mK: K cz E, Ke X}. 

The set function m: X -> R is said to be tight wrt X if X is a set lattice, 
mO = 0 and mK, — mK, = lim mK whenever K, => K^ are in X. Here X\ = 
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= {K: K cz K, — K2, KG X}. For monotone m the tightness condition becomes 
the fashion mK, — mK2 = sup{mK: KeX0}, compare with [9, 15, 16]. 

By a modular set function (MSF) is understood a set function defined on a 
set lattice X cz expX and with the property m0 = 0, mK, u K2 + mK,K2 = 
= mK, + mK2 for all K,, K2 e X. 

A MSF defined on a ring is called measure. The MSF m defined on X cz 
cz exp X is said to be o-additive wrt X if it has finite variation and mK = 

x X 

= X {rnKi - mK,_ ,) whenever K = (J K,,- K,_ , GJT and K, - K,, K2 - K2, 
' - ' i=l 

..., K, — K,, ... is such a sequence of pairwisse disjoint sets that K, ZD K, and 
K', K.eJT for all i = 1, 2, .... 

Let JT0 CZ X be directed by inclusion and filtering downwards to K0 e Jf, i.e. 
K0 = P | K. The MSF m on X with finite variation is said to be r-smooth at 

KeJf0 

K() if to each s > 0 there is KeX0 such that for each string {K,} cz X, K0 cz 
cz K, cz ... cz Kn cz K Y_ \tnKj — mKt_ ,| < e. If m is r-smooth at each Ke JT, it 

/ = i 

is shortly r-smooth wrt X. 
The sets Mo(JT), Mo(Jf, l), Mo(Jf\ a) and M O ( J T , r) mentioned in the 

introduction are now well defined. 

Example 1. Let X = [0, 1], X(X) = \\J[ah b]:[ai9 b] cz X are non-
1 l / = 1 

overlapping, rzeNV. Then each real function F(x) with finite variation on X 
defines by the relations m0 = 0, 

m 0 fc> l>,] = _ (-="(̂ ) - F{a,)), 0 to. l'J e Jf (JQ 
/ - 1 / - 1 / - 1 

a MSF with finite variation. Conversely, each meMo(X (X)) defines by the 
relation F(x) = m[0, x] a real function with finite variation on X. 

In this example Mo(X, t) = Mo(X, o) = Mo(X, r) and meMo(X, t) if 
and only if Fis right-hand continuous. Here X = X (X). Taking F(0) = 0 and 

F(x) = x cos - elsewhere we can construct an example of a bounded M5F 
x 

which is not in Mo(X). 
Example 2. Let X, ^(X) be a Hausdorff space and X(X) be the class 

of all compact subsets of X. Then each bounded monotone set function on 
X (X), with properties m0 = 0, mK, u K2 ^ mK, + mK2 whenever K,, K2e 
eX(X), mK, u K2 = mK, + mK2 whenever K,, K2eX(X) are disjoint and 
mK = inf{m,G: G ZD K, Ge^(X)}, where m,G = sup{mK: Kcz G, KeX(X)}, 
is tight, rr-additive and r-smooth. 

As to the proof see [16; lemma 2.1. and preliminaries]. 
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§1. General Modular Set Functions 

Throughout this section Xis a non-empty set, X a expX i s a set lattice and 
both are fixed. Since for each MSF m on X and for arbitrary real constant c 
the function Cm, defined for each KeX by (cm)K= cmK, is a well-defined 
MSF and because the same can be said about the set function m, + m2 defined 
on X by (m, + m2)K = mxK + m2K, if m, and m2 are MSF's on Jf, Mo(X) can 
be thought of as a linear (vector) space over R. Moreover, 

Theorem 1.1. The space Mo(X) can be endowed by an operation of (partial) 
ordering changing it into a Riesz space. 

The proof is a natural consequence of the following two lemmas due to 
G. Birkhoff. 

Lemma 1.2. For arbitrary KeX let TK be the system of all strings y. 0 = 
= K0c= K, cz ... cz Kn = K,K{eX for alii = 1, . . . , « . To any me Mo (X) let m + 

and m be set functions defined on X by the relations 

n n 

m + K=sup Y, max(mK, — mK,_ ,, 0) m~K= — inf ]T min (mK, — mK, , ,0 ) . 
y e - ^ / = i r~rKi=\ 

Then m+ and m~ are non-negative monotone functions from Mo(X) and m = 
= m+ — m ~. 

Lemma 1.3. Let ^ be the relation of partial ordering defined on Mo (X) by the 
relation 

m ^ m if and only if m — m is monotone. 

Here m, meMo(X). Then Mo(X) is a lattice and for every meMo(X) 
m v 0 = m + and m A 0 = — m~. v and A are the lattice operations of maxim
um and minimum defined on Mo(X) by means of the relation ^ . The function 
identically equal to zero on X is denoted by 0. 

As to the proofs see [3, X; §6; theorem 10]. If we want state Mo(X, t) as a 
Riesz subspace of Mo (JT), we must know that all such functions are in Mo (X) 
(see lemma 1.4 and 1.5) and Mo(X) must be proved as closed wrt the lattice 
operations induced from Mo(X) (lemma 1.6). 

Lemma 1.4. If m is tight wrtX, then m is a MSF on X. 

Proof . If m is tight vrrtjf and if K,, K2eJT, then 

mK, u K2 — mK, = lim mK = mK2 — mK} K2, 
KeJT0 

hence, the assertion holds. • 

Lemma 1.5. If m is tight wrtX, then m has finite variation wrt X. 
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Proof. Let m be tight wrt X and bounded by the constant c. If K0 cz 
cz K, cz ... cz K„ is an arbitrary string of sets in X and if £ > 0 is some real 
number, then we can find a sequence {__",.} cz X with properties K, cz K{ — K,_, 

£ 

and |mK, — mK,_, — mK,| < - for all iel = {1, ..., n}. Denoting I+ = {/: mK, ^ 
Iz 

^ 0, iel}, I" = {/: mK, < 0, /eI} we can write 

X |mK,- - mK,_ ,| - £ < £ \mKt\ = m (J K,- - m (J K, < 2c. 
iel iel / e I + / e I " 

Since £ can be made arbitrarily small the proof is complete. • 

Lemma 1.6. The MSF m is tight wrt X if and only ifm + and m~ are tight 
wrtX. 

Proof. If m+ and m~ are tight wrtX, then we can prove, by virtue of 
the topological properties of R and the tightness definition, that m+ — m~ 
(i.e. m, by lemma 1.2) is tight as well. 

Now let m be tight and let K,, K2e X. To a chosen £ > 0 there is a string 
{K,} cz X such that 0 = K0 cz K{ cz ... cz K„ = K, and 

m + K, < _T max (mK, — mK, _ ,, 0) + e. 

Since 

K^K2 cz K,K2 cz ... cz K„K2 cz K2 cz KoUK2 cz K, uK 2 cz ... cz K„UK2 = K„ 

m+K, < _T max(mK,uK2 — mKi_luK29 0) + _T max(mI_,K2 — mK;_,K2, 0) + £ 
i - i / = I 

:̂ _Г max(mK„ 0) + m+K2 + 2_:, 

where K,eJf are suitably chosen sets with the property K,cz(K,uK2) — 
— (K,_, u K2) for all / = 1, ..., n. We have used the relations 

K,._, cz K,._. uK,-K2 = (K ,_, U K 2 ) K , cz K,-

mK, — mK, (K, _ , u K2) = mK, u K2 — mK, _ , u ^ 2 

mK, _ , u K,K2 — mK, _ , = mK,K2 — mK, _ ! K2 

which hold for all / = 1, ..., n and the tightness of m. Denoting by K the union 
of all K, with mK, > 0 we obtain a set Ke JT with properties K cz K, — K2 and 

m + K! < m + K+m + K2 + 2e. 
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Since m + is a monotone function and e > 0 can be made arbitrarily small the 
proof is complete. • 

As a natural consequence of the foregoing considerations we obtain 

Theorem 1.7. The class Mo (X, t) is a subspace of the Riesz space Mo (X) wrt 
operations induced from Mo(X). 

Next we will writte \m\ for m+ + m if meMo(X). The subspace M of 
Mo (X) is said to be normal if each set E cz M bounded above (below) has the 
least upper bound (greatest lower bound) in Mo(X). The mentioned bounds 
are denoted by vEm and A £m, re pectively. This subspace is called complete if 
the condition 0 ^ \m\ ^ |m|, meM leads to the relation meM. 

Theorem 1.8. The space Mo(X, t) is complete and normal. 
The proof is divided into three lemmas 1.9 11. We recall that the monotone 

set function b defined on X is said to be supermodular if bO — 0 and bK, u 
u K2 + bK, K2 ^ bK, + bK2 for all K,, K2 e X. Replacing " ^ " by tk < " and 
assuming that bK, ^ bK2 if K, cz K2 and K,, K2e X we obtain the definition of 
a submodular set function. 

Lemma 1.9. Let m, me Mo(X, t). If b is supermodular on X and mK ^ bK, 
mK ^ bKfor all KeX, then m v mK ^ bK. If b is submodular and mK > bK, 
mK ^ bKfor all Ke X, then m A mK ^ bK. 

P roof . We start from the first assertion. Since m v m = m + (m — m) + , 

m v mK = sup £ max(mK, — mK, ,, mK, — mK ,) 

for each KeX. Hence, for a fixed KeX and s> 0 there is a string 0 — K) cz 
cz K, cz ... cz K„ = K in JT for which 

m v mK < YJ
 m a x ( m ^, — ^ ^ / i> m ^ / ~" m ^ / i) + ^ 

/ £ / 

where I = {1, ..., n). Let us denote I, {/: mK, — mK, , ^ mK, — mK, ,} and 
I2 = I — I,. Choosing in JT sets K, cz K, K, , and K, cz K, K , so that 

£ £ 
mKj — mK, , < mK, + - and mK, — mK, < mK, + - we obtain 

rz n 

m v шK - є < £ шK, + £ шK, = ш ( J K, + ш y K, ^ 
/є/, / є / 2 /є/, / /2 

6U £ + Ŕ U £ < bU к^ U *.•< ьк. 
i є /, / є /7 
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As s > 0 and can be made arbitrarily small the first assertion is proved. The 
second one follows from the relations 

m A m = — (( — m) v ( — m)) ^ —( — b) = b. 

They are true by the just proved result. • 

Lemma 1.10. Let E cz Mo(X, t). If E is bounded above (below) by a super-
modular (submodular) set function b, then vEm ( A Em) is in Mo (X, t) and 
vEmK ^ bK ( A EmK ^ bK) for all KG X. 

If E is bounded above (below) by m e Mo (X), then vEm ( A Em) is in Mo (X, t). 

Proof . If Kcz Mo(X, t) is bounded by a supermodular function b, then 
the class E0 consisting of all MSF's of the form m} v m2v ... v mn where mteE, 
i = 1, ..., n, is bounded from above by b (lemma 1.9). If E0 cz E0 is a completely 
ordered set, then v^ mK = sup mK ^ bK for all KG X. Hence, if E contains E0 

me EQ 

and the least upperbounds of all completely ordered subsets in E0, then, due to 
Zorn's lemma, E has a least upper bound and, naturally, it is bounded above 
by b. Since vEm = vEm, the first assertion holds. The second must be also true 
because A Em = —(vE( — m)). 

Now let E be bounded above by m e Mo (X). Following the just given proof, 
however, using theorem 1.7 instead of lemma 1.9, we can prove that vEm exists 
and belongs to Mo(X, t). The rest of the proof is now clear. • 

Lemma 1.10 generalizes theorem 6.1 ii) from [16]. For the relation of super-
modular and submodular set functions to the modular ones see [8]. 

Lemma 1.11. Ifmx andm2 are tight andifmx ^ m2, then each MSFm with the 
property m, ^ m ^ m2 is tight. 

Proof . Considering m — mx and noting that if m — m, is tight then so 
is /??, we reduce the proof of the presented lemma to the case m, = 0. If K, =-> K2 

is an arbitrary couple of sets in X and if £ > 0 is arbitrarily small, then in X 
there is K cz K, — K2 for which m2K, — m2K2 < m2K + £. The function m2 — m 
is monotone and (m2 — m) K, — (m2 — m)K2 < (m2 — m) K + £. Therefore 
{nu — m)e Mo(X, t) and, consequently, meMo(X, t). • 

Let us recall that meMo(X) is said to be disjoint from meMo(X) if 
\m\ A \m\ = 0. Two subspaces M and M form a direct decomposition of Mo(X) 
if |/??| A \m\ = 0 for all meM and meM and Mo(X) is the direct sum of M 
and M. Let Mo(X, s) be the subspace of Mo(X) defined by the relation 
meMo(X, s) if and only if |rrz| A \m\ = 0 for all meMo(X, t). 

Theorem 1.12. The spaces Mo(X, t) and Mo(X, s) form a direct decom
position of Mo(X). Moreover, each meMo(X) may be written as m =- m + s, 
where meMo(X, t), seMo(X, s) and \m\ ^ \m\. 
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Proof of this theorem, including the fact that MO(Jf\ s) is a complete normal 
subspace of MO(JT), follows from the completness and normality of Mo(X, t) 
by virtue of [4; theorem 3]. 

Theorem 1.13. The class Mo ($\ o) is a subspace of the Riesz space Mo (Jf). 

Proof. By the definition Mo(Jf, o) cz Mo(jf) and Mo(JT, o) is a linear 
space wrt the operations induced from Mo(JT). The rest of the proof follows 
from lemma 1.14. • 

Lemma 1.14. If m is a o-smooth MSF, then m+ is a o-smooth MSF. 
00 

Proof. To prove it let K = \J Kn — KneJf, where the sets representing K 
n=\ 

are pairwise disjoint, Kn ZD Kn are in JT and n = 1, 2, .... By [12] m has a unique 
extension to a measure m on $ (JT). Hence, if s > 0 is a given number, there is 
a string 0 = K0 cz K, cz ... cz Kn = K such that 

n 

m + K < Y, m a x (m&i — m^i i, 0) + £ 
/ = i 

and denoting {/: mKt > mKt ,} by I+ we obtain that 

m + K- s < X {mKt - mK,_ ,) = £ ( £ (mKiK - m^K,) -
/ G / + / e / + \n= 1 

£ {mK, , ^ - mK, _ , _?j) = £ m U (A) -AT, ,) (*„ - /?J ^ 
n =\ / n=\ i e / + 

£ m + _;:„ - /?„ = £ (m + K„ - m + £j. 
« = 1 n= \ 

oc 

Consequently, m + K ^ £ (ra + K, — ra + K,). The reverse inequality follows from 
the relations ' =l 

% % 
X (m+Kn-m

+Kn) = m+ [J Kn - Kn ^ m +K = m +K 
n- \ n= \ 

which hold for each finite n0. D 

Theorem 1.15. The class Mo(X\ o) is a complete normal Riesz space. 

Proof. It follows from lemmas 1.16 and 1.17. • 

Lemma 1.16. If 0 ^ \m\ ^ \m\ and if m is o-additive wrt(3f), then m is 
o-additive wrt Jf". 
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Proof. As in the proof of lemma 1.11 we can assume that 0 ^ m ^ m. 
00 

From the proof of lemma 1.14 we know that if K = \J K,-, — Kh where the sets 
/ = i 

K, - K, are disjoint, K, ID K, and K„ KteJt for all i = 1, 2, ... then mK^ 
X 

^ ]T (mK, — mK,). Hence, using the cr-additivity of m we can derive that 
/ i 

00 00 

0 ^ m K - X (mK, - mK,) = (m - m)K- £ [("* - m)K,- - (m - m)K] ^ 0, 
/ = I / = I 

thus the equality is true and m is cr-additive. • 

Lemma 1.17. If E a Mo(X\ a) is bounded above (below) by meMo(X', a), 
then vEm ( A Em) is in Mo(J^T, a). 

Proof. We can follow the proof of lemma 1.10. Let E0 be created like in 
the proof of 1.10. If E0 cz E0 is completely ordered, then v^ mK = supmK 
for each KG JT. ° X

 we£° 
Let m = vE m. We can and do assume that m ^ 0. Let K = [J Kn — Kn be 

n=\ r 

a representation of Kby disjoint sets Kn — Kn, where Kn => Kn and Kn, KneX for 
X 

all A? = V 2, Like above we can prove that mK ^ ]T (mKn — mKn). On the 
other hand for each meE0 "=] 

X 00 

X (mKn - fhkn) = X (krh - m)K„ - (m - m)K„) + mK^ mK. 
n-\ n=\ 

x 

Hence, ]T (mK„ — mKn) ^ mK and the equality holds. 
n= 1 

The rest of the proof resembles that of 1.10. • 
The set function peMo(J/f) is said to be purely additive if \p\ A \m\ = 0 for 

all meMo(X', tr). Denoting the class of all purely additive set functions by 
Mo (Jf, p) we can state 

Theorem 1.17. The spaces Mo(Jtif, a) and Mo(JtT, p) form a direct decom
position ofMo(X). Moreover, each meMo(J/f) may be written in the fashion 
m = m + p, where m e Mo (Jf, a) and p e Mo (X, p). 

Proof. See [4; theorem 3]. • • 

Theorem 1.18. The class Mo(X, r) is a subspace of the Riesz space Mo(J/f). 

Proof. The definition of r-smooth functions implies that Mo(X, r) is a 
linear subspace of Mo(Jf). As to the ordering see lemma 1.19. • 
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Lemma 1.19. The following conditions are equivalent: |w |eMO (J f , r), me 
eMo(Jf, r), m + and m~ are in Mo(Jf, r). 

P roo f . Let JT0 cz J T filter downwards to K0EJf. If \m\eMo(Jf, r) then, 
by the monotony of \m\ and the definition of r-smoothness, to each s > 0 there 
is Ke J f 0 such that \m\ K — \m\ K0 < s. Since 

n 

\m\K — \m\ K0 = sup Y_ \m^i ~ mK^ ,| < £, 
i-0 

where the supremum is taken over all strings {K,} cz jf with the property 
K0 cz K, cz ... cz Kn = K, we can conclude that m is r-smooth. 

Conversely, if meMO ( J f , r) and if s > 0 is a given number, the defini
tion of r-smoothness requires the existence of a set Ke JT0 with the property 

n 

£ \mKj — mKj_ ,| < sfor each string {K,} cz J T , where K0 cz K, cz ... cz Kn cz K. 
/ = 0 

Thus 

|m| K — |m| K0 = sup Y, \mKj — mKf ,| < s. 
i -0 

The r-smoothness of \m\ is now a consequence of its monotony . 
The rest of the proof is a simple consequence of the monotony of m + , m 

and |m|. • 

Theorem 1.20. The space Mo(Jf, r) is a complete normal Riesz space. 

Proof . It is divided into lemma 1.21 and lemma 1.22. • 

Lemima 1.21. Ifm is a T-smooth MSF on JT, then each MSF m on Jf with the 
property 0 ^ \m\ ^ \m\ is T-smooth. 

Proof . It follows from the lemma 1.19 and from the monotony of \m\ 
and \m\ because if 0 ^ \m\ ^ |m|, then 

0 ^ \m\ K - \m\ K ^ \m\ K0 - \m\ K, + e 

wheneverK ,K0eJT,KzD K0and|m|K< |m| K0 + £. Thus M - \m\eMo(X, r) 
and \m\ must be in MO(Jf\ r) as well. • 

Lemima 1.22. The space Mo(X, r) is complete. 

Proof . The same method like in 1.10 can be used. We restrict our atten
tion to the proof of the relation v^ meMo(X\ r) if F0 cz MO(jT, r) is com
pletely ordered. 

Let JT0 CZ j f filter down to K0e JT and put m = v^ m. Let £ > 0 and be 

fixed. Because mK = sup mK for each Ke JT, to an arbitrary fixed Ke JT0 we can 
me E 
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find meE0 such that (m — m) K < s. Since m is r-smooth, there is KeX0 for 
n 

which Y, \mK; — mKt_ J < swhenever K$ cz K, cz ... cz Kn cz Kis a string in X. 
/ - 1 

We can assume that K cz K. Now, keeping in mind that m - m is a monotone 
function, we obtain 

n n 

£ |mK, - mK, ,| ^ (m - m) K - (m - m) K0 + £ |raK,- - mK, _ ,| < 2s 

whenever K0 cz K, cz ... cz Kis a string from Jf\ The last relation holds for each 
such string, hence, meMo(X, r). • 

Let Mo(X, d) be the orthogonal complement of Mo(X, r) in Mo(X), i.e. 
let Mo (X, d) consists of all MSF's in Mo (X) which are disjoint with each MSF 
in Mo(jT, r). Then, 

Theorem 1.23. The spaces Mo(X, r) and Mo(X, d) form a direct decom
position of Mo(X) and each meMo(X) can be written in the fashion m = 
= m -F d, where m e Mo (X, r) and de Mo (X, d). 

Proof . See [4; theorem 3]. __\ 

§2. Construction and Extension of Measures 

Let X cz exp X be a set lattice and Mc (X) be the system of all finite 
real-valued measures with finite variation on S(X), where S (X) is the ring 
generated by X. Here Mc is the abbreviation of measure-content. The symbol 
M is reserved for spaces of measures with range of definition on a cr-ring. 

Next, Mc(Jf, r) will consist of all Jf-regular measures from Mc(Jf). The 
class of all tr-additive (wrtS(X)) measures is denoted by Mc(Jf, a). The 
members of Mc(JT, a) are often called premeasures. By Mc(X, r) we denote 
the class of all measures in Mc(Jf) which are r-smooth wrtX. 

Since each measure is a MSF, we can use the results from §1. and change 
Mc(X) into a Riesz space and Mc(X, cr) with Mc(Jf\ r) into its normal 
subspaces. 

To prove that Mc(Jf, r) is a complete normal subspace we use the fact that 
the least upper bound and greatest lower bound for meMc(X) and zero 
measure 0 agree with the functions 

m + F= sup{mE: F cz E, FeS(X)}, m~F= - i n f \ m E : F cz K, EeS(X)}, 

respectively. In order to verify it, it suffices to show that m + is an additive set 
function dominating m and 0 which is less or equal to each measure in Mc (X) 
dominating m and 0. Note that the assumption "<? (X) is a ring" is here 
substantial. 
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Theorem 2.1. The class Mc(tf, r) is a complete normal subspace of Mc(JT). 

Proof . Due to the definition of regularity H T / J T Mc(Jf, r) is a linear 
space. The just mentioned representation of m+ makes it possible to prove that 
if meMc(X, r), then m + eMc(jT, r). Hence Mc(Jf, r) is a Riesz space. If 
0 ^ m ^ m and if meMc(JT, r), then m — meMc(X, r) and, consequently, 
meMc(X, r). Hence, M(X, r) is complete. The proof of normality resembles 
that of lemma 1.10. • 

Theorem 2.2. The following couples of Riesz spaces are isomorphic. 

Mo(Jf) and MC(JT) 

Mo(X,t) and Mc(Jf,r) 
Mo(Jf, a) and Mc(Jf, a) 
Mo(Jf, T) and Mc(Jf, r). 

Proof . Let " —" denote the operator of extension, i.e. the map which to 
each MSF me Mo (Jf) adheres its extension meMc(3f). By [12; theorem 1.2] 
each MSF m on JT has a unique extension from Jf to a measure m on S (Jf). 
Consequently, each measure meMc(X) restricted to JT determines just one 
MSF me Mo (Jf). Hence the operator of extension defines a one to one map 
between MO(JT) and Mc(Jf). 

Now we show that if w,, m2eMo(Jf), then m, ^ m2 if and only if w, ^ m2. 
Let w, ^ m2. Then m2 — m, ^ 0 and m2 — w, has a unique extension to a 
monotone measure m2 — m, ^ 0, see [12; theorem 1.2]. Since m2 — w, + w, is an 
extension of m2 from JT to S (JT) and since such extension is unique, m2 — w, + 
+ mx = m2. But this means that w, ^ m2 because m2 — w, ^ 0. 

Proof of the reverse implication is obvious, hence, Mo(JT) and Mc(JT) are 
isomorphic. 

The rest of the proof follows from theorem 2.3. • 

Theorem 2.3. Let m be a MSF on X and let m be the extension ofm to S (X). 
Then m is regular wrt J f if and only ifm is tight wrt JT, m is a-additive (wrt S (Jf)) 
if and only if m is a-additive, m is r-smooth wrtJf if and only if m is so. 

Proof . To prove the first implication we must recall the construction of 
m extending m from Jf to S (JT). It is known (see Halmos [6, pages 25 26]) that 
to an arbitrary set EeS (JT) we can find two finite sequences of sets with the 
properties K, => K, and K„ K,e JT for / = 1, ..., n, K, - K,n K, - K; = 0 for / 7-J 

// 
and |^J K, — K, = E. Consider m e Mo (Jf) and define the value mE by the 

/ = i /? 

relation mE = ^ (mKt — mK). The definition of w £ c a n be proved as indepen-
/ - i 
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dent of the representation of Eby the sets from Jf\ The additivity of m and other 
details are proved in [12]. 

From the definition of m it can be easily derived that if m e Mo (Jf, /), then 
meMc(X, r). 

If meAfc(jT, cr), then the cr-additivity property wrt^(Jf) is equivalent 
oc 

with the condition: if EeS(X) and if E = ( J E„, where E„e£(Jf) for all 
n = 1 x 

n = 1, 2, ... and they are pairwisse disjoint, then mE = 5] mF",,. Especially if 
A 7 = 1 

E = K\ — K2, where K, ID K2 and K,, K2e JT, then the same condition can be 
00 

rewritten as mK, = £ mEn, where E0 = K2. Taking into account the construc-
/? = 0 oo 

tion of m we can see that mK, = £ m ^ if and only if m, the restriction of m 
w = 0 

from C?(Jf) to Jf, is cr-additive. Since each EeS (Jf) has a representation 
n 

E = ( J K,- — K;, where K, — K, are disjoint, K, ZD K, and K;, K;e JT, the second 
/ I 

part of the assertion is proved. 

The relation m e Mo (JT, r) if and only if m e Mc ( J T , r) holds trivially. • 
Let M(JT) be the space of all measures on Sa(X) with finite variation 

wrtSa(X). The class of Jf-regular measures in M(Jf) is denoted by M(JT, r). 
M(JT, cr) denotes the class of all cr-additive (wrt$a(X)) measures in M(Jf) and 
M(JT, r) is the class of all measures in M(JT) r-smooth wrtX. As in the case 
of the measure-contents, all this spaces may be considered as Riesz spaces. 

Theorem 2.4. There is a Riesz isomorphism between the spaces 

Mo(Jf, cr) and M(Jf, cr). 

If each countable decreasing sequence of sets from J f has the intersection in Jf, 
then there is a Riesz isomorphism between 

Mo (JT, cr) n Mo (JT, t) and M (JT, cr) n M (JT, r) 
Mo (JT, r) n Mo (Jf, t) and M (JT, r) n M (jf, r). 

P roof . By theorem 2.5 each meMo(Jf, a) has a unique extension from 
J f to SG(X). Consequently, each meM(X, a) determines just one MSF in 
Mo(jf, a). The equivalence m, ^ m2 if and only if m, ^ m2, where m,, m2e 
GMO(JT, cr) and m,, m 2 EM ( J f , cr) are the extensions of m,, m2, can be pro
ved in the same manner as in theorem 2.2. This proves the isomorphism of 
Mo(Jf, cr) and M(JT, cr). 

The second and third part of the theorem follows now from theorem 2.5 and 
corollary 2.6, respectively. • 
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Theorem 2.5. Ifm is a monotone MSFon Jf, then m has a o-ad litiie extension 
from J f to SG(tf) if and only if it is o-additive wrt C/f. If in addition j f is closed 
under countable intersections, then the extension is regular urt J f when m is t'ght. 

Proof . If m is a monotone MSF on Jf, then, by theorem 2.3, it has a 
unique tr-additive extension to cf (Jf) . Now the well-known Caratheodory's 
extension theorem states that m has a unique tr-additive extension from S (Jf) 
to SG(Jf) (see [11; §16]). Since ifm is tr-additive, the restriction of m to . must 
be also tr-additive, the first part of the theorem is proved. 

Let J f be closed under formation of countable intersections and let 6 be the 
system of all EeSG(Jf) with the property mE = sup{mK: K F, KeJf \ We 
are going to show that S is a monotone class. 

Let us consider a sequence {En} cz S filtering upwards to EeSG(.yf). As m is 
cr-additive, mE = limraK,,. Since the sequence {mEn} is increasing and mE — 
= sup{mK: Kcz E„, KeJf}, mE = sup{mK: Kcz F, Kejf}. Hence, Ee6. 

Let {E„} cz S filter downwards to EeSG(Jf). We can assume mE] finite. If 
£ > 0, then, since {En} cz S, there is a sequence {Kn} cz j f such that Kn cz E and 
mEn < mKn + el~n for all ri = 1,2,. . . . By means of the mathematical induction 
it can be shown that 

// n 

mEn<m{\Kl + s£ 2 ' rz = 1, 2 , . . . . 
/ - i / = i 

As a consequence of tr-additivity lim mKn = mK, where K— P) K,?. Hence, 
n - 1 

m £ < mK + ^ and K cz E is in JT by the assumption. Since s was arbitrary, 
EeS. By theorem 2.3 S(Jf) cz tf, thus the proof follows from the theorem 
about monotone classes. • 

A similar result was obtained for compact lattices in [9; theorem 1.11] and for 
arbitrary lattices in [16; theorem 1]. 

Corollary 2.6. Ifjf is closed under countable intersections, then each tight and 
r-smooth monotone set function has a unique extension to a regular measure on 
SG(X) which is r-smooth wrt Jf". 

P roof . It suffices to show that if {En} cz S (Jf) filters downwards to 0 and 
if mE] < x , then r-smoothness of m guarantees that limmF,, = m0 — 0, where 
m is the Jf-regular extension of m from J f to S (Jf) . This condition is namel> 
equivalent to the tr-additivity of m wrtS(C/f) and it makes theorem 2.5 applic 
able. But it suffices to follow the second part of the proof of theorem 2.5. • 

R e m a r k 2.7. If -Jf is not closed under countable intersections, we cannot 
in 2.6 guarantee the regularity of the extension although the extension itself will 
always exist. 
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R e m a r k 2.8. Throughout this paper we deal only with bounded MSFs. 
However, the definitions of modularity, regularity, tightness, cr-additivity and 
r-smoothness are sensefull also for unbounded set functions with values in R. 
For such MSFs theorems 2.3 and 2.5 as well as corollary 2.6 stay to be true. 

The assumption of finite variation wrtX can be replaced by the assumption 
of locally finite variation. A (not necessarily bounded) MSF m on X has a 
locally finite variation (wrt X) if to each Ke X there is a constant cK such that 

n 

Y, \inKj — mKj_ ,| < cK for each string 0 = K0 cz K, cz ... cz Kn = K consisting 
/ i 

of sets from X. Now m+ and ra~ can be defined in the usual way and the 
foregoing assertions stay to be true. 

E x a m p l e 3. Let X=R and X(X) = \\J[ah b]:[ah b,]l cz - ( o o , 0 ) u 

u (0, oo), where [ah b] are non-overlapping, rzeN. If F: R -> R has finite 
variation on each [a, b] not containing zero, then m, defined as in example 1, has 

locally finite variation wrt X (X). E.g. F(x) = x cos - or F(x) = In \x\ for x ^ 0 
x 

with P(0) = 0 define MSF's with locally finite variations wrtX (X). 

Theorem 2.9. Let 3F cz expX be a lattice containing the lattice X. Then 
a) Mo(X) can be imbedded into Mo(3F)\ 
b) Mo(X, t) can be imbedded into Mo(£F, t); 
c) if for each KeX and Fe^F KFeX, then Mo(X, t) and Mo(&', t) are 

isomorphic, 
d) if each Fe?F is an intersection of a countable decreasing sequence of sets 

from X, then Mo (X, o) n Mo (X, t) and Mo (ZF, o) n Mo (3F, t) are isomor
phic, 

e) if to each FetF there is a decreasing net Jf0 cz X such that F = Q K, 
Ke.r 

then Mo (X, r) n Mo (X, t) and Mo (3F, r) n Mo (3F, t) are isomorphic. 

Proof . To prove 2.9 a), b) means to show that if me Mo (X) (meMo(X, t)), 
then m has at least one extension to meMo(^) (meMo(^, t)) and we can 
achieve that if m,, m2 e Mo (X) have the property m, ^ m2, then their extensions 
can be chosen in such a way that m] ^ m2. In the cases c) — e) we must moreover 
show the unicity of such an extension. 

The proof can be performed by the transfinite induction. Lemma 2.10 plays 
the key role in this process. The details are omitted. • 

Lemma 2.10. Let X cz expX be a set lattice and let F cz X be not contained 
in X. If 3F is the smallest lattice containing F with X and if me Mo (X), then 

a0) m can be extend to a MSF m0 on £F'. 
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If in addition m is tight urtJ", then 
b0) m0 can he constructed tight wrt J7; 
c0) if KFerJT for each KeX, then m0 is tight wrt.XT', 
d0) if there is a decreasing sequence {K„} cz jf* such that F = P) Kn and if m 

is o-additive wrt Jf, then m0 is tight and o-additive wrt 3*'; n~ ] 

e0) (/" there is a decreasing net Jf0 cz J T such that F = P) K aw/ // /;/ /s 

r-smooth wrtJf, then m0 is tight and r-smooth wrt3'. G^° 
Proof . Let me Mo(JT) be monotone. We assume that XeJf. Otherwise 

we can replace J f by J f u {X} and m by the MSF extended to X by mX = 
= sup {raK:KeJT}. Such a definition guarantees the tightness of the extension 
if m is tight as well as r-smoothness and rx-additivity if m has these properties. 

By m we denote the extension of m from J f to a measure on S (Jf). By 
theorem 2.3 if meMo(X, t) (Mo(Jf, o), Mo(Jf, r)), then meMc(J{\ r) 
(Mc(Jr, o), Mc(Jf, r)). Since each Eecf(^) can be represented as F,Fu 
yj E2 — F for some F,, E2eS(Jf) the relations 

i) m0E2-F=sup{mE\ Ecz E2-F, EeS(Jf)} for all E2e8(X) 
ii) m0E]F=mf{mE: E^ ExF,^Ee6 (Jf)} for all ^ e t S ^ J T ) 
iii) m0E] Fu E2 — F = m0ExF + m0E2 — F for all F,, E2eS (Jf) 

define a measure lfi0eMc(7) (see [3]). Now m0 restricted to J7 defines the 
desired extension of m. 

If in addition meMo(Jf, t), then, since m0E2 — F = sup {mE: E cz E2 — F, 
Ee£(Jf)} and mE=sup{mK\ K cz E2 - F, KeJf} for each Ee8(Jf) 
m0E2 — F = sup{mK: K cz E2 — F, KeJf}. Similarly m0ExF = sup {m0KF: 
KF cz E}F, KeJf}, because m0Ex = sup{m0K: K cz F,, Ke J f} and m0 is mono
tone and additive. As 

s u p m 0 F ^ m0E = /fL0F1F+ m0E2 — F^ supra0F, 

where the supremum is taken over all Fez E, Fe3?, we can conclude that 
m0e Mc(3F', r). m0 restricted to <¥ is a MSF from Mo (2F, t). 

Under the assumptions of c0), the point ii) of the definition of m0 yields 
m0KF = mKF. Hence, following the foregoing decisions, m0E = sup{mK: 
K cz E, Ke J f} . Since mK = mK for KG Jf, m0 and the restriction of m0 to J* are 
regular wrt Jf. 

As to the proof of d0) and e0) see [16; §5]. 
Since each meMo(^) can be written as m = m+ — m , where m+, m e 

eMo(Jf) are monotone and tight, cr-additive or r-smooth if m has these 
properties (see §1) the theorem is proved. • 

Remark 2.11. Let Jf cz ,̂ ~ cz exp X be set lattices with the property KFe rfjor 
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all KG JT andFe 9^. IfXe 9^ and ifm e Mc {&, r), then meMc (X\ r) if and only 
if mX= sup {mK: Ketf}. 

Proof. We assume m ̂  0. Let e> 0 and mX< raK + £. Then for each 
Fe 9* mF = mFK -F mF — K ̂  mFK + £ and since FKe Jf, tending with s to 
zero, we obtain that mF = sup{mK: Kcz F, Ke JT}. The rest of the proof is 
obvious. • 

In order to demonstrate an application of the foregoing methods we give an 
outline of the proof of the known Kolmogoroff consistency theorem. The idea 
is taken from [9]. For generalization of this theorem see [9, 13, 18]. 

Example 4. Let X = C[0, oo) and I be the set of all finite subsets of 
[0, oo) directed by inclusion. For each iel of the form (/,, ..., tk) let X, = R\ X 
is considered with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, X, are 
provided by the Euclidean topology, 3ft (X) and 3ft (X,) are the Borel cr-algebras 
generated by these topologies. On each 3ft (X^) let us consider a probability 
measure p, connected with pj for i^j by the relation p{E = pjK^xE for all 
Ee J#(X). Here ^ is the projection of X; onto X,. If /r,is the projection of X onto 
X,, then a measure/? on 3ft (X), such that p,E = p,Jr,"]E for each Ee38(X) and 
/EI, exists if and only if 

* V 3 V piXi-niK<s. 
£ > 0 K c X, K compact ;e / 

Proof. X is a complete separable metric space. Hence, each rr-additive 
measure on 38 (X) is a Radon measure (see [11, theorem 19.18]) and this im
plies * if p, for which ptE = Pj7r~lE for all Ee38(Xt) and iel, exists. 

Conversely, X, are cr-compact and their open subsets are FG, thusp, are Radon 
measures for all iel. If we put S = {E: E = n~x B for some /e Iand Be 3S(X^)} 
and if 

pE = limpi7riE for EeS, 
iel 

then p is a well-defined measure-content on $ and, since .tr, are closed maps and 
p, are Radonian,p is regular wrt the set lattice 9^ of all closed sets in $. If* holds, 
and if J% cz $ are closed sets filtering downwards to 0 then their complements 
filter upwards to X. Consequently, if s > 0 and p,X, — /r,K< s for all /eI, 
where K is compact, there is Fe#o s u c h that Kc: F< and p^n^F < s for all 
iel. Hence, inf pF = 0, p is r-smooth and can be extended to 38(X) (coroll
ary 2.6). Fe*° • 

It is hard to say which results from §2 are to be considered original and which 
only a paraphrase of the known ones. Lattice properties of measures were 
extensively studied in [4], less explicitly in [17, 19]. Important extension theorems 
are in [3] (here see other references) and in [7, 12]. The extension of monotone 
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tight MSF 's was widely studied in [15, 16], where there are, e.g., the second part 
of theorem 2.5 and corollary 2.6. 

The ideas used in the proof of theorem 2.3 and lemma 2.10. I met (after 
finishing of the original paper) in [2], for extension theorems related to 2.9 and 
2.10 see [2, 8, 10]. 

Besides the mentioned papers on which I build my work directly (see referen
ces) there is a number of others dealing with this subject (see references in 
[1 ,2,9, 14]). 

§3. Measures on Topological Spaces 

In the rest of the paper X, $ (X) denotes a topological space. The class ^(X) 
of all open sets determines the lattices J^ (X) and JT (X) of all closed and closed 
compact subsets of X, respectively, as well as the classes ^0(X) and Jf0(X) (see 
introduction). The algebra 2ft0(X) generated by ^ 0 (X ) is known as the algebra 
of Baire sets, the cj-algebra 2ft (X) generated by 2F (X) is known as the Borel 
cr-algebra. 

The system of all measures on Jft(X) (2ft0(X)) with finite variation will be 
denoted by Ji (X) (Ji0(X)). Of course Jt (X) (Ji0(X)) can be considered as a 
Riesz space (see §2). The classes of all r-smooth, cr-additive, regular and tight 
measures from Ji (X) (Ji0 (X)) are denoted by Ji (X, r) (Ji0 (X, r)), Ji (X, CJ) 
(Ji0(X, CJ)), Jt(X, r) (Ji0(X, r)) and Ji(X, t) (Ji0(X, t)), respectively (for 
definitions see, e.g., [16, 17]). 

The measures in Ji (X) are often called Borel measures while the members in 
Ji0(X, r) are known as Baire measures. 

Theorem 3.1. There is a Riesz isomorphism between the couples of spaces 

Mo(^0(X)) and JІ0(X) 
Mo(^0(X), o) and JІ0(X, a) 
Mo(ѓŕ0(X), r) and Л0(X, т) 
Mo(^0(X), t) and Л0(X,r) 
Mo(Ж0(X), t) and Л0(X, t). 

P r o o f . Theorem 3.1 is only a paraphrase of theorem 2.2. As to the last 
relation see theorem 2.9 c). • 

As a consequence of theorem 3.1 and the well-known representation theo
rems in [17] we can say that there is an isomorphism between the class of all 
bounded continuous functionals on Ch(X) (the space of all bounded continuous 
functions on Xprovided with the supremum norm) and the class M o ( ^ r

0 ( X ) , t). 
In particular, spaces of all cr-smooth, r-smooth and tight continuous func-
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tionals on Ch(X) (see [17]) are isomorphic with the spaces of tight MSFs in 
Mo(/jF0(X), tj), Mo(&0(X), T) and Mo(Jf0(X)). 

Theorem 3.2. There is a Riesz isomorphism between the couples of spaces 

Mo(^(X),o) and Ji (X, o) 
Mo(&(X), o)nMo(^(X), t) and Ji (X, o) nJi (X, r) 
Mo (& (X), T) n Mo (^ (X), t) and Ji (X, T)nJi (X, r) 
Mo(&(X,t)) and Ji (X, t) 

Proof . See theorem 2.4 and theorem 2.9 c). • 

Theorem 3.3. IfX is a Hausdorff space and if to each Ke C/f (X) there is a class 
jf0 cz JT0(X) such that X0 filters downwards, to K, then 

Mo(Jf0(X),t) and Ji(X, t) 

are isomorphic. If X is completely regular, then 

Mo(^0(X), T) and Ji(X, r) 

are isomorphic. Generally, Mo(X) can be imbedded into Ji (X), Mo(JT0(X), t) 
into Ji(X, t) and Mo(&0(X), r) into Ji(X, r). 

Proof . See theorem 2.9. Note, that here r-smoothness with complete re
gularity guarantees the tightness of MSF's in Mo(£F0(X), r), see [15, 16], 
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